Let O be an involutive discrete valuation ring with residue field of characteristic not 2. Let A be a quotient of O by a nonzero power of its maximal ideal, and let be the involution that A inherits from O. We consider various unitary groups U m .A/ of rank m over A, depending on the nature of and the equivalence type of the underlying hermitian or skew hermitian form. Each group U m .A/ gives rise to a Weil representation. In this paper, we give a Clifford theory description of all irreducible components of the Weil representation of U m .A/ with respect to all of its abelian congruence subgroups and a third of its nonabelian congruence subgroups.
Introduction
Since their inception [16] , Weil representations have been studied by several authors. One line of investigation was concerned with symplectic and unitary groups over finite fields [7, 8, 11, 14, 15] . The Weil representations of these groups have few irreducible constituents. This feature, however, changes if one replaces fields by rings. The decomposition problem of the Weil representation of symplectic and various unitary groups over suitable finite rings was studied in [1, 10, 12, 13] .
In this paper we give a Clifford theory description of all irreducible components of the Weil representation of a unitary group U m .A/ with respect to all of its abelian congruence subgroups and about a third of its nonabelian congruence subgroups. As indicated below, U m .A/ is a typical member of five distinct families of groups. Our treatment is uniform, although each family often requires special attention. We have two general theorems valid in all cases. We require two theorems, depending on the nature of the congruence subgroup: abelian or nonabelian. In order to state such theorems, additional notation and background will first be established.
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Let O be a discrete valuation ring with involution -possibly trivial -having residue field of characteristic not 2, and let A be a quotient of O by a nonzero power of its maximal ideal. Then A inherits an involution, say , from O, and we let R stand for the fixed ring of . Three cases arise (see [4, Proposition 5] ): symplectic: is trivial, that is, A D R, unramified: A D R˚ÂR, where Â is a unit of A and Â D Â , ramified: A D R˚ R, where A is the maximal ideal of A and D .
The ramified case further divides into two cases, odd or even, depending on whether the nilpotency degree of is odd, 2` 1, or even, 2`.
In all cases, A and R are finite, commutative, principal, local rings of odd characteristic. Let r D A and m D Rp stand for their maximal ideals so that m D R \ r, and let F q D R=m be the residue field of R. Then A=r Š F q in the symplectic and ramified cases, and A=r Š F q 2 in the unramified case. We choose and p so that D p in the symplectic and unramified cases, and 2 D p in the ramified case. The minimal ideal of A will be denoted by n.
We have A D R˚S , where S is the additive group of all skew hermitian elements of A. In the unramified case, S D RÂ and ¹1; Âº is an R-basis of A. In the ramified case, S D R , but ¹1; º is an R-basis of A in the even case only. In the ramified odd case the annihilator of in R is Rp` 1 . This is true even in the extreme case when`D 1, which is the symplectic field case A D R D F q .
Let V be a free A-module of finite rank m 1. If is unramified, all nondegenerate skew hermitian (resp. hermitian) forms defined on V are equivalent [3, § 3] and we can pass from one type of form to the other one through multiplication by Â; both forms yield the same unitary group. If is ramified (resp. symplectic), all nondegenerate skew hermitian forms defined on V are equivalent and m D 2n must be even [6, § 2] , whereas there are two types of nondegenerate hermitian forms defined on V [3, § 3]. If m 2, all forms above are isotropic, that is, they admit an isotropic basis vector, except when m D 2, is ramified and the form is hermitian of one of the two types indicated above [3, § 3] .
We consider an R-linear map d W A ! R, namely the projection of A onto R in the symplectic, unramified, and ramified odd cases, and d.r C s / D s in the ramified even case. Let hW V V ! A be a nondegenerate hermitian or skew hermitian form. More precisely, we let h be skew hermitian in the symplectic, unramified, and ramified odd cases, whereas h is hermitian in the ramified even case. We next define an alternating R-bilinear form f W V V ! R, where V is viewed here as an R-module, by f D d ı h. Our definition of d ensures that f is nondegenerate (see Corollary 2.3). Let U m .A/ D U.V / stand for the unitary group associated to h, and let Sp.V / be the symplectic group associated to f . By definition, U.V / is a subgroup of Sp.V /.
It is worth noting that the isomorphism types of the various unitary groups above are quite sensitive to changes of the given parameters. Indeed, suppose first m is even. If is symplectic, then U.V / D Sp.V / is an extension of the symplectic group Sp m .F q /. If is unramified then U.V / is an extension of the unitary group U m .F q 2 /. If is ramified odd, then U.V / is an extension of the symplectic group Sp m .F q /. If is ramified even, then U.V / is an extension of an orthogonal group O m .F q /, which depends on the type of the underlying hermitian form. Formulas for the orders of all of these groups U.V / based on the orders of Sp m .F q /, U m .F q 2 / and O m .F q / (as given in [9] ) can be found in [6, § 5] and [3, § 5] , which allows us to see all five unitary groups U.V / listed above have different orders. Suppose next m is odd. The symplectic and ramified odd cases cease to exist and, in the ramified even case, the two types of hermitian forms are linked by a unit from R n R 2 , thus yielding the same unitary group. Using [3, § 5] and [9] , we see that the remaining two unitary groups U.V / have different orders.
The Heisenberg group H.V / has underlying set R V , with multiplication
We identify the center Z.H.V // D .R; 0/ of H.V / with R C . Note that Sp.V / acts on H.V / by means of automorphisms via g .r; u/ D .r; gu/. We fix a linear character W R C ! C that is primitive, in the sense that its kernel contains no ideals of R but .0/. It gives rise to a linear character W A C ! C , given by .a/ D .d.a//, where a 2 A. Now H.V / has a unique representation SW H.V / ! GL.X/, up to isomorphism, lying over [1, § 2] . It is called the Schrödinger representation of type , and its degree is equal to p jV j. It is clear that S is Sp.V /-invariant. In fact [1, § 3] , there is a representation W W Sp.V / ! GL.X/, called Weil representation of type , such that W .g/S.k/W .g/ 1 D S. g k/; g 2 Sp.V /; k 2 H.V /:
We are concerned with X as a U.V /-module. Consider the U.V /-submodule Bot of X formed by all fixed points of .0; nV / in X , and set Top D X=Bot. We know from [1, 10, 12, 13] that Bot is a Weil module for a unitary group U m .A/, where A is a quotient of A, so we may restrict attention to Top.
Given an ideal k of A, the congruence subgroup .k/ is defined by
This is a normal subgroup of U.V /, namely the kernel of the reduction homomorphism U m .A/ ! U m .A=k/. That this is an epimorphism can be found in [ Our main goal is to describe each irreducible component of Top, say P , via Clifford theory with respect to all congruence subgroups .k/ of U.V / such that k 3 D .0/. We aim to determine an irreducible .k/-submodule M of P ; the stabilizer G of M in U.V /; the M -homogeneous component C in P , which is an irreducible G-module; the dimension of C ; and the actual action of G on C . We achieve these goals, thereby giving a Clifford theory description of the form P D ind
A similar result was achieved in [2] for all irreducible components of the Weil module of Sp.V / with respect to every congruence subgroup. In the ramified case of even type, a Clifford theory for the irreducible constituents of Top with respect to the single congruence subgroup .r`/ was developed in [10] .
When k D .0/, k D A or when U.V / is abelian, Clifford theory is trivial. For this reason, we will assume from now on that A is not a field and m > 1.
We fix throughout a nonzero ideal i of A with square .0/ and annihilator j. Clearly, i Â j. We also fix the A-submodule U D iV of V . It follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 that U ? D jV , with respect to both h and f . In particular, we have U Â U ? , that is, U is totally isotropic. Observe as well that U and U ? are U.V /-invariant.
Since f induces a nondegenerate form on U ? =U , there is a unique -up to isomorphism -irreducible representation S 0 W H.U ? / ! GL.Z/ where .R; U / acts via . We refer to S 0 as a Schrödinger representation of type . The nondegenerate case again yields a corresponding Weil representation Sp.U ? / ! GL.Z/ of type [2, § 3], and we let W 0 W U.U ? / ! GL.Z/ stand for its restriction to U.U ? /. Thus Z is a H.U ? / Ì U.U ? /-module, and therefore a H.U ? / Ì U.V /module via the restriction map U.V / ! U.U ? /, given by g 7 ! gj U ? .
Consider
The restriction of X to H.V / is isomorphic to ind H.V / H.U ? / Z, which is a Schrödinger module of H.V / of type by [2, Proposition 3.3] . It follows that the restriction of X to U.V / is a Weil module of type .
In order to study the Weil module X for U.V /, we use, as in [2, § 4] , the Mackey subgroup theorem, this time with respect to the subgroups H and K of H.V / Ì U.V / given by
Arguing as in [2, § 4] , we see that if T is a system of representatives for the
where Z t D Z as vector spaces and Z t affords the representation, say
given by
Since ji D .0/, the congruence subgroup .i/ acts trivially on jV . Because S 0 .0; u/ D 1 Z for all u 2 U , (1.1) implies that, given any t 2 T , the congruence
As W t is a group homomorphism, so must˛t be. In fact, it is easy to verify directly that (1.2) defines a linear character of .i/ for all t 2 V . We have a group homomorphism, called the norm map, A ! R , given by a 7 ! aa . Its kernel will be denoted by N . Thus N D ¹a 2 A j aa D 1º. We view N as a central subgroup of U.V / via a 7 ! a 1 V . It is easy to see that N is in fact the center of U.V /. Let b N be the group of all linear characters N ! C .
A vector v 2 V is said to be primitive if v belongs to an A-basis of V . The set of all primitive vectors of V will be denoted by P . Thus P D V n rV .
Let e N be the set of all 2 b N that extend˛t j N \.1Ci/ for some t 2 T \ P (this t is necessarily unique by Lemma 3.3).
With this notation, we have the following results. (c) The top layer of the Weil module admits the following Mackey decomposition into U.V /-submodules:
where Z t affords the representation (1.1) and
admits the following multiplicity free decomposition into irreducible components:
(e) Let 2 e N . Then there is one and only one t 2 T \ P such that the linear character˛t of .i/ enters Top. /. Moreover, the stabilizer
Note that Top. / may be .0/ for some 2 b N , and Theorem 1.1 explains precisely when this happens. Observe also that not all nonzero Top. / have the same dimension. A detailed discussion of this can be found in Section 8, based on Theorem 1.1 and the sizes of the U.V /-orbits of P . Note as well that, while the G t -module Z t is irreducible in both [2] and [10] , this is no longer true in general, as evidenced by (1.3).
Our tools to analyze the nonabelian case of Clifford theory are Theorem 1.1 and a thorough investigation of the group homomorphism .j/ ! jV =iV , given by g 7 ! gt t C iV , and found in Section 6. This allows us to transfer the weight of the problem from the unitary group to the Heisenberg group.
N , let t be the unique element of T \ P such that the linear character˛t of .i/ enters Top. /. Then the following statements hold.
(a) Z t . / remains irreducible upon restriction to .j /.
Let H t be the subgroup of H.U ? / that is generated by .0; U /, .R; 0/ and all .0; gt t / such that g 2 .j/. Then the restriction of S 0 to H t leaves
Then is a group homomorphism, and
We say that h is isotropic if V has a primitive isotropic vector. By a hyperbolic plane we mean a free submodule E of V having rank 2 admitting a basis ¹u; vº formed by isotropic vectors u; v such that h.u; v/ D 1. Such a basis of E is said to be hyperbolic.
We set " D 1 if h is skew hermitian and " D 1 if h is hermitian. Given a 2 A and a pair of isotropic orthogonal vectors u; v 2 V , we define the Eichler transformation a;u;v of V to be the element of U.V / given by
In particular, if a 2 A satisfies a D "a and u 2 V is isotropic, then the unitary transvection a;u D a=2;u;u is the element of U.V / defined by
Note that if k is an ideal of A and a 2 k, then a;u;v ; a;u 2 .k/.
Proof. It is clear that r is a -invariant ideal of A. Since every ideal of A is a power of r, it follows that every ideal of A is -invariant. Let a 2 k. Then a D r C s, where r 2 R and s 2 S. Given that r s D .r C s/ D a 2 k; it follows that 2r; 2s 2 k, whence r; s 2 k.
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Then P ? D P .
Suppose first is ramified of odd (resp. even) type. Let u 2 P . Then we have h.v; u/ 2 S (resp. h.v; u/ 2 R) and therefore h.v; u/ 2 R (resp. h.v; u/ 2 S). But h.v; u/ D h.v; u/ and u 2 P , so
Suppose next is unramified. Let u 2 P . Then we have h.v; u/ 2 S and therefore Âh.v; u/ 2 R. But Âh.v; u/ D h.v; Âu/ and Âu 2 P , so
The symplectic case being obvious, the proof is complete. We have i D A i , j D A j . In the unramified case, we take z D i Â 2 S \ i in (3.2) and deduce h.v; v/ h.w; w/ 2 Ann A i D j. Suppose henceforth is ramified.
In the ramified odd (resp. even) case, assume first i is odd. In (3.2) (resp. (3.3)), we take z D i 2 S \ i and deduce, as before, that
Assume i is even, in which case j is odd (resp. even).
But h.v; v/ h.w; w/ is in S (resp. in R) and j 1 is even (resp. odd), and thus h.v; v/ h.w; w/ is in The left-hand side has dimension jrV j=jjV j p jjV j=jiV j D jrV j= p jjV j jiV j D jrV j= p jV j; and the right-hand side has dimension p jrV j=jnV j. These are the same, since jrV jjnV j D jV j. Thus we are reduced to showing that the number of skew hermitian elements of A is equal to jN \ .1 C i/j in the unramified and ramified odd cases, and that the number of hermitian elements (resp. hermitian units) of A is equal to jN \ .1 C i/j (resp. .1 1=q/jN \ .1 C i/j) in the ramified even case. Now, by Lemma 2.5, we have jN \ .1 C i/j D jS \ ij. On the other hand, the additive group of all skew hermitian elements of A=j is .S C j/=j Š S=S \ j, and the ring of hermitian elements of A=j is .R C j/=j Š R=R \ j. Thus we are reduced to showing that jS j D jS \ jj jS \ ij in the unramified and ramified odd case, and jRj D jR \ jj jS \ ij; j.R=R \ j/ j D .1 1=q/jS \ ij in the ramified even case.
Counting orbits, linear characters and dimensions
Suppose first is unramified. Then A D R˚RÂ, where Â D Â is a unit. For every ideal k of A, we have a bijection R \ k ! S \ k, given by r 7 ! rÂ, so jS \ kj D jR \ kj. Moreover, since every ideal of A is of the form p i A, where p is a generator of the maximal ideal m of R, we see that the annihilator of R \ i in R is precisely R \ j. Therefore, jS j D jRj D jR \ jj jR \ ij D jS \ jj jS \ ij:
Suppose next that is ramified of odd type. It is easy to see that we have, for 0 Ä k Ä 2.` 1/,
In particular, exactly one element of ¹i; j º is even. Using the above formula for S \ A k , we readily find that jS \ jj jS \ ij D q` 1 D jS j:
Suppose finally that is ramified of even type. We have i D A i , j D A j , where i C j D 2`. Assume first i is even. Then j is also even, and
Since ¹1; º is an R-basis of A, we infer jS \ ij D jR \ ij:
Assume finally that i D 2s C 1 is odd. Then R \ j D Rp` s and, since ¹1; º is an R-basis of A, we find that jS \ ij D jRp s j. Hence jRj D jRp` s j jRp s j D jR \ jj jS \ ij:
This proves jRj D jR \ jj jS \ ij, regardless of the parity of i . Moreover, we have a canonical group epimorphism R ! .R=R \ j/ with kernel 1 C R \ j, whence
This proves j.R=R \ j/ j D .1 1=q/ jS \ ij. 
Proof. In the symplectic case, there is nothing to do, so we assume henceforth that is nontrivial. We claim that the action of N \ .1 C j/ on Z t is monomial with stabilizers all equal to N \ .1 C i/. To see this, we find an R-submodule L of jV satisfying the following conditions. (C1) L is r-invariant, and therefore N \ .1 C j/-invariant.
(C2) ..L C iV /=iV / ? D .L C iV /=iV , with respect to the nondegenerate skew symmetric form that f induces on jV =iV .
(C3) Given any w 2 jV , we have
Since h is isotropic, t belongs to a hyperbolic plane E with hyperbolic basis
In the ramified odd case, E ? is the direct sum of n 1 hyperbolic planes E i with hyperbolic bases ¹u i ; v i º, and we take L to be the j-span of ¹u 1 ; : : : ; u n º.
Note that, in the unramified and ramified even cases, E ? has an orthogonal basis w 3 ; : : : ; w m . Let e be the nilpotency degree of r. If e is even, we take
If e is odd, then is unramified and all h.w i ; w i / are units in RÂ , and we take
Rp .e 1/=2 Âw 3˚ ˚Rp Then .e v / v2C is a basis of B, and H.U ? / permutes the one-dimensional subspaces Ce v , v 2 C , as follows:
where u is the only element of C such that w C v Á u mod Q. Moreover, it follows from (C1) that Q is N \ .1 C j/-invariant, so the argument given in [1, § 3] shows that N \ .1 C j/ also permutes the one-dimensional subspaces Ce v , v 2 C , via W 0 . In fact,
where z is the only element of C such that gv Á z mod Q. Using (1.1), (4.1) and (4.2), we see that the stabilizer in N \ .1 C j/ of a given Ce v is formed by all 1 C a 2 N \ .1 C j/ such that .1 C a/v C at Á v mod Q. By (C3), this implies a 2 i, so the stabilizer of Ce v in N \ .1 C j/ is indeed N \ .1 C i/. This proves the claim.
Since N \ .1 C i/ acts on the N \ .1 C j/-module Z t via˛t j N \.1Ci/ , the above implies that Z t is the direct sum of
On the other hand,˛t j N \.1Ci/ extends to N \ .1 C j/ as N \ .1 C i/ is abelian, so ind N \.1Cj/ N \.1Ci/ P t is the direct sum of one-dimensional N \ .1 C j/modules, one for each extension of˛t j N \.1Ci/ to N \ .1 C j/ (use Gallagher theorem). The result thus follows. (c) As indicated in the introduction, we have
Abelian Clifford theory
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.4, Bot is U.V /-isomorphic to the direct sum of
(d) and (e) As indicated in the introduction, the congruence subgroup .i/ acts on any given Z t via˛t . Since N is central in U.V /, it follows that
Fix t 2 T \ P . Since Top is multiplicity free, ind U.V / G t Z t is isomorphic to the sum of some Top. /. All of these summands must satisfy
so must be an extension of˛t j N \.1Ci/ to N .
Now˛t j N \.1Ci/ extends to jN=N \ .1 C i/j distinct linear characters of N . By Lemma 3.3, if u; v are distinct elements of T \ P , then Thus, for every one of the jN=N \ .1 C i/j extensions of˛t j N \.1Ci/ to N , there is a copy of Top. / inside ind U.V / G t Z t . This proves that ind U.V / G t Z t is isomorphic to the direct sum of exactly jN=N \ .1 C i/j irreducible modules, namely all Top. / such that extends˛t j N \.1Ci/ . Let 1 ; : : : ; k be the list of distinct linear characters of the group
As Z t is a G t -module, we may consider its eigenspaces Z t . 1 /; : : :
Note that Z t is the direct sum of all of its N \ G t -eigenspaces, but those not extending˛t
where the action of g and e on Z t is in (1.1). Thus we know how G t acts on each Z t . s /. Now each s extends to a linear character of N in r D jN=N \ .1 C j/j ways. Let 1;s ; : : : ; r;s be these characters. For each 1 Ä l Ä r, we can then consider the G t N -module Z t . l;s /, which is the G t -module Z t . s / with the action of N extended from s to l;s . This is well-defined.
Since the action of G t on Z t . s / extends to G t N , we have
When h is isotropic, the dimension Z t . / is given in Lemma 4.3. Suppose next h is non-isotropic. Then m D 2, h is hermitian and is ramified even. Reduction modulo j yields a canonical projection V 7 ! V , which gives rise to the group epimorphism U.V / ! U.V /. The subgroup G t maps onto the point stabilizer S t of t 2 V in U.V /. By [3, Proposition 6.2], the index OEU.V / W S t is independent of t. Now
we infer that OEU.V / W G t N is independent of t and hence of . Suppose first i D r`. Then Z t is one-dimensional, whence the dimension of
A homomorphism .j/ ! jV =iV
We fix throughout a primitive vector t 2 V and assume that j 2 Â i. The condition j 2 Â i readily yields that the map W .j/ ! U ? =U given by .g/ D gt t C U is a group homomorphism. We set I D . .j//; I.m/ D OE.U ? =U / W I :
We want to prove that I.m/ D jN \ .1 C j/=N \ .1 C i/j. The goal of this section is to prove that
This will yield the desired equality by means of representation theory. Proof. Since m > 2, V contains a primitive isotropic vector and a fortiori a hyperbolic plane. This implies that V has a basis formed by isotropic vectors. Since t is primitive, we deduce the existence of an isotropic vector, say u, such that h.u; t/ D 1. Set E D span¹u; tº and F D E ? . Then E and F are free submodules of V of ranks 2 and m 2, respectively, and V D E˚F .
Suppose first that F has a primitive isotropic vector. Then, as seen above, F is generated as abelian group by isotropic vectors. Thus jF is generated as abelian group by vectors of the form aw, where a 2 j and w is isotropic. Given such a vector aw, consider the Eichler transformation a;u;w 2 .j/. Then a;u;w .t / t D aw:
This proves that .jF C U /=U is included in I , which implies (6.1).
Suppose next that F has no primitive isotropic vector. By [6, Proposition 2.12], is unramified or ramified of even type. In either case, [3, Theorem 3.5] implies that F has an orthogonal basis, say ¹w 1 ; : : : ; w m 2 º. We claim that given any a 2 j and any 1 Ä i Ä m 2, we have
for some z 2 jE, which implies (6.1). Let ¹u; vº be a hyperbolic basis of E. Since h.u; t/ D 1, we have t D eu C v for some e 2 A. Let g be the A-linear transformation of V which acts like the 993 identity on the orthogonal complement to span¹u; v; w i º and whose restriction to span¹u; v; w i º is represented by the matrix G relative to the basis ¹u; v; w i º, where
Then g 2 .j/ and g.t / t D bu C aw i , which gives (6.2). Proof. By [6, Proposition 2.12], V has a hyperbolic basis ¹u; vº (if h is hermitian and isotropic, the existence of such a basis is readily verified). Given that t is primitive, we may assume without loss of generality that t D cu C v for some c 2 A. Given any r 2 R \ j (resp. s 2 R \ j), we consider the unitary transvection r;u (resp. s;u ) and the unitary transformation g, represented by the matrix
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M. Shau and F. Szechtman Then r;u (resp. s;u ) as well as g belong to .j/, and we have r;u t t D ru .resp. s;u t t D su/ (6.4) and gt t D rt C c..1 C r/ 1 .1 C r//u: (6.5)
Since j D R \ j˚S \ j;
given any w 2 U ? , (6.3)-(6.5) show that there is d 2 S \ j (resp. d 2 R \ j) such that w C U Á du C U mod I . Now jN \ .1 C j/j D jS \ jj by Lemma 6. We claim that given any a 2 j there is g 2 .j/ such that gt t D bt C av for some b 2 R \ i. We first look for b 2 R \ i such that h..1 C b/t C av; .1 C b/t C av/ D e:
This translates into .1 C b/.1 C b/ e C aa d D e. Since i 2 D .0/, this becomes 2be C aa d D 0, that is b D e 1 daa =2 2 R \ i. Next let a 0 D a e 1 d 2 j. Arguing much as above, we can solve
We may now define g by means of the matrix
Here jkV j D jkj m for any ideal k of A. Moreover, jN \ .1 C i/j D jS \ ij by Lemma 2.5, and
because the norm map A ! R , given by a 7 ! aa , has image R if is unramified and R 2 otherwise. Furthermore, OEU.V / W S t is given in [3] in the unramified and ramified even cases, and in [6] in the ramified odd and symplectic cases.
Suppose first is symplectic, ramified odd, or ramified even with h non-isotropic. Then OEU.V / W S t is shown to be independent of t in [6, Theorem 7.1] in the symplectic and ramified odd cases, and in [3, Proposition 6.2] in the ramified even when h is non-isotropic. By In the ramified odd case, j e N j D 2q` 1 , m D 2n and e D 2` 1, so (8.3) reduces to dim Top. / D q n.2` 1/ q n.2` 3/ 2q` 1 :
In the ramified even case when h is non-isotropic, j e N j D 2q` 1 .q 1/, m D 2 and e D 2`, so (8.3) reduces to dim Top. / D q` 1 .q C 1/ 2 :
Unlike the above three cases, if is unramified or is ramified even with h isotropic, then there are two possibilities for OEU.V / W S t , and hence dim Top. /, and this depends only on whether h.t; t / is a unit or not.
Indeed, suppose next is unramified. 
